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Abstract—Surgical skill assessment (SSA) plays a vital role in
medical systems for reducing intraoperative surgical errors and
improving clinical outcomes. To ensure objective and efficient
SSA, many automatic video-based SSA methods have been de-
veloped. In particular, various deep learning methods have been
devised recently by utilising CNN or RNN-based networks for
various skill assessment tasks (e.g., skill level prediction). While
predicting overall skill levels and assessing detailed attribute-
based scores are highly correlated, most existing studies deal
with these two tasks separately, without fully exploiting different
information sources encoded in a dataset. In contrast, we propose
a novel end-to-end multitask learning framework to conduct
skill level classification and attribute score regression jointly.
Specifically, our network incorporates two branches for the two
tasks, which share earlier layers for feature extraction and
hold different prediction layers for specific targets. The shared
feature extractor is optimised under the supervision of both tasks
simultaneously, encouraging the model to consider information
from different aspects and their relatedness to learn richer and
more generalised features. In addition, since not every part of a
surgical video contributes to skill assessment equally, we enhance
an existing feature extractor I3D with a novel Spatio-Temporal
& Channel Attention Module to emphasize important features.
Experimental results on the public dataset JIGSAWS show that
our proposed network outperforms state-of-the-art models on
both skill classification and score regression tasks.

Index Terms—surgical skill assessment, multitask learning,
attention

I. INTRODUCTION

Proficiency of surgeons is a determining factor in the
success of surgeries. Specifically, studies have shown that
half of all adverse surgical events are caused by substandard
performance and are preventable [1]. This emphasises the
significance of surgical skill assessment (SSA) in medical
systems, where it helps to monitor performance of surgeons in
surgical training, minimise intraoperative surgical errors, and
eventually boost clinical outcomes.

In general, SSA is conducted face-to-face by senior sur-
geons observing surgeries and filling a standard rating check-
list, such as OSATS [2]. These checklists consist of different
assessment attributes that represent key aspects of surgical
performance, allowing senior surgeons to rate surgeries from

different aspects systematically. However, such a manual ob-
servation based approach suffers from being subjective and
time-consuming. Hence, there is a pressing need for automatic
SSA systems to objectively and efficiently provide large-scale
expert-level surgical assessment feedback.

Many automatic SSA systems using deep learning have been
devised. They mostly take surgical videos as input, modelling
SSA into a classification or a regression problem for predicting
skill levels or scores [3]–[5]. Among them, works [3], [4]
are classification-based, using the skill level category as the
only supervisory signal. Meanwhile, the only regression-based
study predicts the overall video-level skill score by aggregating
frame-wise skill and frame importance [5].

Apart from predicting absolute skills via classification or
regression, some studies formulate a pairwise ranking problem
and learn to characterise relative skill within a pair of surgeries
[6]–[8]. The pioneer work [6] adopts a Siamese spatial-
temporal Temporal Segment Network (TSN) architecture with
a novel ranking loss. It is able to identify a relative score for
each performance, thus creating a skill ranking for a set of
videos. Inspired by this study, Li et al. [7] and Doughty et al.
[8] adopt a similar pairwise framework and further introduce
spatial and temporal attention mechanisms respectively.

While these methods all use either the overall skill level
or the overall rating for supervision, there are few studies
considering both the overall skill and the detailed attribute-
based scores in one framework, even though these items
evaluate surgeries from complementarily different aspects and
are correlated. In other words, previous works have neglected
the intrinsic feature relatedness between different assessment
targets and failed to fully exploit all information embedded in
an annotated dataset. Another problem is that existing studies
implement attention mechanisms in one single dimension,
either spatial [7] or temporal [8]. This is insufficient to handle
the heavy redundancies in long and cluttered surgical videos.

To fill these gaps, we propose a novel end-to-end multitask
framework with a new attention module to conduct skill
classification and OSATS score regression jointly. Specifically,
our network splits into two main branches for the two types of



tasks, which share earlier layers for feature extraction while
holding task-specific prediction layers. The training of the
shared layers is supervised by all tasks simultaneously. This
encourages the network to consider information from different
sources and their correlations to learn richer and more general
features. Inspired by [4] (our baseline model), we exploit
Inflated 3D Convolutional Network (I3D) [9] as the shared
feature extractor to mine spatiotemporal cues and TSN [10]
as the video analysis strategy to model long-range temporal
structure while reducing data complexity.

Also, since not every part of a surgery contributes to skill
evaluation equally, we highlight more critical features by
enhancing the shared I3D with a novel Spatio-Temporal &
Channel Attention Module (STCAM). In particular, STCAM
determines attention maps after simultaneously considering
information in spatial, temporal, and channel dimensions.
Compared to the spatial [7] and temporal [8] attentions in
previous works, our method encodes richer information thus
more robustly emphasising discriminative regions.

In summary, our contributions are three-fold: (1) We pro-
pose an end-to-end multitask network to predict skill level
and assessment attribute scores for a surgeon jointly. To the
best of our knowledge, this is one of the first studies to
investigate multitask learning (MTL) for SSA problems. (2)
We enhance I3D with a novel Spatio-Temporal & Channel
Attention Module (STCAM). It considers information from
all three dimensions to robustly enhance critical data. (3)
We conduct comprehensive experiments on the public dataset
JIGSAWS [11], [12]. Results show that our model outperforms
state-of-the-art methods in both skill classification and score
regression, proving the effectiveness of our design.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review computer-aided SSA methods into
two categories: traditional machine learning-based methods,
and deep learning-based ones.

A. Traditional Machine Learning-based SSA

Early automatic SSA systems were constructed by tradi-
tional machine learning techniques. In particular, the pioneer
efforts are based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [13]–
[15]. These initial endeavors exploit the fact that surgeries
are composed of several pre-defined surgical gestures and that
surgeons with a certain level of expertise would perform these
gestures in a distinct way. Therefore, these methods train a
segmentation HMM for each skill level. During inference, a
surgical trial is evaluated by finding the skill-specific HMM
that gives the maximum log-likelihood [14]. However, training
HMMs requires huge amount of gesture annotations, making
it very laborious.

To eliminate the need for gesture annotation, researchers
have attempted manual feature engineering. Based on the
categorisation defined in [16], manual feature engineering can
be grouped into descriptive statistic analysis [1], [17], [18]
and predictive modelling [17], [19]–[26]. Descriptive statistic
analysis directly calculates clinically-meaningful features as

evaluation metrics. Some common features include completion
time and tool acceleration [18]. On the other hand, predictive
modelling extracts features, such as texture [19], [20], fre-
quency [21], [22], and entropy [23], and feed them into tradi-
tional classifiers or regression models. Although the validity
of manual feature selection has been proven in many works,
their predictive potentials are nevertheless heavily constrained
by the quality of the hand-crafted features which is challenging
to optimise.

B. Deep Learning-based SSA

Research attention has now shifted to deep learning. Al-
though some deep learning-based methods take kinematic data
as input and employ CNNs on these two-dimensional data
(time & channel) to discover skill patterns [16], [27], [28], the
majority choose video data as a more promising modality since
videos can be collected effortlessly and provide rich contextual
information other than tool motion.

Some video-based deep learning methods formulate
SSA into classification or regression problems [3]–[5]. In
classification-based studies [3], [4], the skill level category
is used as the only supervisory signal. Specifically, to model
long-range temporal dependencies in videos, Kim et al. [3]
employed Temporal Convolutional Network (TCN) [29] while
Funke et al. [4] combined TSN (Temporal Segment Network)
[10] with I3D (Two-Stream Inflated 3D Convolutional Net-
work) [9]. There is only one regression-based study [5]. Liu
et al. [5] utilised a two-branch framework that first models
the skill and importance of each frame and then gathers
frame-level information to finally obtain the video-level skill.
However, in terms of surgical evaluation items, it only focused
on predicting one global skill rating for each video, rather than
providing the detailed assessment rubric scores such as those
defined by OSATS [2].

Apart from these classification and regression-based studies
that predict the absolute skill, some recent methods formulate
a pairwise ranking problem and learn to characterise relative
skill variance or similarity given a pair of surgeries [6]–[8].
Doughty et al. [6] undertook the pioneer work in this direction,
proposing a Siamese spatial-temporal TSN architecture with
a novel pairwise loss. This model is designed to generate a
relative score for each performance in the input of paired
surgeries, thus eventually creating a skill ranking for a set of
videos. Inspired by this study, Li et al. [7] and Doughty et al.
[8] adopted a similar pairwise framework to further incorporate
spatial and temporal attention mechanisms respectively.

While SSA datasets often provide rich and detailed attribute-
based skill annotations [11], [12], prior studies fail to take
full advantage of these available supervisory information. In
particular, most existing methods only utilise overall skill
evaluation to supervise training and neglect detailed attribute-
based assessment. In addition, they generally tackle skill
classification and score regression as separate problems and
overlook their intrinsic feature correlations. These problems
motivate us to utilize such complementary information by
investigating multitask learning in the context of SSA.
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Fig. 1. Overview of our proposed multitask learning framework, multitask-TSN, which is illustrated with the number of segments K = 3.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In our work, we model SSA into video classification and
regression problems and optimise them in a multitask manner.
Specifically, the input of our problem is a surgical video
V . Each video has its corresponding overall skill level y
and scores {s1; s2; :::; sm} of the assessment attributes in a
standard rating checklist, where m is the total number of
evaluation attributes. In our study, we follow the modified
OSATS [2], [11], [12] as the rating standard, which includes
six evaluation items (in this case, m = 6). We denote the
output of our problem - the predicted skill level and m
assessment scores as ŷ and {ŝ1; ŝ2; :::; ŝm}.

To solve our problem, we propose a novel multitask
framework as shown in Figure 1. From a global view, we
develop a Multitask-Temporal Segment Network (Multitask-
TSN) framework and form a multitask learning (MTL) prob-
lem. First, Multitask-TSN divides the input video sequence
V uniformly into K segments ({S1; S2; :::; SK}) and samples
a short snippet with a predefined length ({T1; T2; :::; TK})
randomly from each segment, allowing us to extract content
covering the entire video with relatively low computational
overhead. Note that Figure 1 shows the case when K = 3.
Then, each snippet is fed to the feature extractor (Attention-
enhanced I3D) shared for all tasks, followed by multiple task-
specific Classification and Regression branches. This generates
snippet-level preliminary predictions for all our target tasks.
Finally, in the consensus layer, the snippet-level information
for each task is aggregated across all the snippets using the
classification aggregation function Gc and the regression aggre-
gation function Gr to form video-level multitask predictions,
and to produce our final output ŷ and {ŝ1; ŝ2; :::; ŝm}.

Specifically, there are two key modules within Multitask-
TSN: (1) Attention-enhanced I3D as the shared feature

extractor of the multitask learning framework. It is formu-
lated by embedding our novel Spatio-Temporal & Channel
Attention Module (STCAM) into I3D, which extracts spatial
and temporal features simultaneously from video snippets and
learns to assign greater attention to important features. (2)
Classification and Regression as the task-specific prediction
branches. The losses for all branches are joined into a net
loss in optimisation to achieve simultaneous training of all
tasks. Our objective is to find the optimal parameters for the
shared feature extractor as well as each prediction branch,
given video-level supervision.

A. Multitask-Temporal Segment Network

Temporal dependencies modelling is a critical problem in
video analysis. In our work, we employ Temporal Segment
Network (TSN), which is based on a sparse temporal sam-
pling and aggregation scheme [10]. Dense frame sampling
of long and complex surgical videos can be computationally
expensive, making the sparse sampling strategy of TSN more
favourable. Instead of using the original TSN, we modify it by
embedding multiple task-specific prediction branches, namely
Multitask-TSN. In particular, in our framework, each snippet
enters 1 + m branches corresponding to one classification
task and m regression tasks. These branches use a shared
feature extractor to generate shared representations for all
tasks, followed by task-specific layers for predicting different
targets. Eventually, the snippet-level preliminary predictions
for different tasks are aggregated independently to acquire the
final results.

Formally, the predicted skill class ŷ of video V can be
calculated as:

ŷ = I(Gc(F(T1; Wc);F(T2; Wc); :::;F(TK ; Wc))); (1)



where F(Tk; Wc) represents the ConvNet in the classification
branch with parameters Wc, which takes a short snippet
Tk as input and generates scores for all classes. As shown
in Equation (1), the ConvNet for all snippets have shared
parameters. Gc is the classification aggregation function in
the consensus layer to aggregate snippet-level class scores
into video-level information. Lastly, an activation function I
is employed to reach the final class probability distribution,
which in our case is the Softmax operation.

Similarly, the regression branch for the i-th evaluation item,
i ∈ {1; 2; :::;m}, of our Multitask-TSN can be expressed as:

ŝi = Gr(Hi(T1; Wi
r);Hi(T2; Wi

r); :::;Hi(TK ; Wi
r)); (2)

where Hi(Tk; Wi
r) represents the regression function for the

i-th assessment element with parameters Wi
r taking a short

snippet Tk as input. Gr is the regression aggregation function.
Our objective is to find the optimal sets of parameters

Wc and {W1
r ;W

2
r ; :::;W

m
r } under our designed framework,

given video-level supervision. Employing an MTL scheme,
we use the same feature extractor for the branches of different
tasks. In other words, parameter sets Wc, W1

r , W2
r ,...,Wm

r

are shared in the feature extraction layers, thus encouraging
the interactions and joint optimisation of different tasks.

B. Attention-enhanced I3D with STCAM

1) Attention-enhanced I3D: In our work, we use a novel
Attention-enhanced I3D as the feature extractor to mine shared
spatiotemporal representations for all tasks. I3D [9] is a
video analysis network constructed by inflating successful
image classification architectures into 3D, capable of capturing
appearance and motion knowledge simultaneously. Kinetics-
pretrained [30] I3D models are very popular for tackling action
analysis problems. Therefore, we also use Kinetics-pretrained
I3D as our base model. In particular, we enrich the classic
I3D architecture with additional attention mechanisms to se-
lectively enhance features of greater importance, formulating
our novel Attention-enhanced I3D.

Specifically, as shown in Fig. 2(a), our Attention-enhanced
I3D is fulfilled by replacing all nine Inception Modules in
the original I3D by nine Attention-Inception Modules. The
inner structure of Attention-Inception Module is demonstrated
in Fig. 2(b), where the Spatio-Temporal & Channel Attention
Module (STCAM) generates attention maps ~A that re-weight
the output of original Inception X . By doing so, the output
features of each Inception are filtered and updated according
to their importance.

2) STCAM: Our STCAM produces attention weights for
4D feature maps and can be flexibly inserted into networks
without altering feature dimensions. We gain inspiration from
Squeeze-and-Excitation Network (SENet) [31]. While SENet
concentrates on generating channel attention weights only, we
extend it to 4D feature maps by assigning a weight to each
spatiotemporal and channel position. As illustrated Fig. 2(c),
STCAM splits attention calculation into two branches, spa-
tiotemporal attention and channel attention independently, and
then aggregates them as the net attention.

Formally, we represent the input feature of STCAM as X ∈
RT �C�H�W , where W , H , C, and T respectively refer to the
width, height, number of channels, and temporal dimension of
X . In our problem, the input of STCAM X is the output of
Inception Module, as shown in Figure 2(b). Next, taking X as
input, the Spatio-Temporal Attention Module and the Channel
Attention Module output the Spatio-Temporal attention AST

and the Channel attention AC , respectively. Note that both
AST and AC have been rescaled to the dimension of X . The
final attention map of STCAM ~A is computed by taking the
sum and performing a Sigmoid activation:

~A = �(AST +AC): (3)

The refined feature map ~X ∈ RT �C�H�W is calculated in a
residual manner:

~X = X +X ◦ ~A; (4)

where ◦ represents Hadamard product.
Spatio-Temporal Attention Module. Spatio-Temporal at-

tention is estimated by context aggregation and channel fusion.
As illustrated in Figure 2(c), in the Spatio-Temporal branch,
we first squeeze the channel dimension from C to C=v using
a 1 × 1 × 1 convolutional operation to reduce computational
complexity. Following the squeezing operation, we extend
2D dilated convolution [32] to 3D and apply 3D dilated
convolution to the squeezed 3D feature map for Q times
to progressively aggregate wider contextual information in
spatial, channel, and temporal domains simultaneously. After
context integration, the attention map is obtained by further
fusing all channels into one through a 1 × 1 × 1 convolution
layer. By doing so, we reach an embedding that represents
the global feature distribution of each spatiotemporal position,
which thus can be used for determining feature importance
of each position. To enable the addition of Spatio-Temporal
and Channel attentions, we then rescale the attention map to
T ×C×H ×W , matching the dimension of the input feature
X . In summary, Spatio-Temporal attention map AST is formed
as:

AST = Scale(Conv
1�1�1

(DilatedConv
3�3�3| {z }

Q

(Conv
1�1�1

(X)))); (5)

where the subscript stands for kernel size of convolutions. All
convolutions are followed by a non-linear activation, which is
not shown in the equation for simplicity.

Channel Attention Module. This module shares high
similarity with the original SENet [31]. It consists of a squeeze
operation and an excitation operation. First, the squeeze
operation aggregates feature maps across their non-channel
dimensions to generate a channel descriptor. This descriptor
provides a global view of the channel-wise feature distribu-
tion. Next, the excitation operation fully captures channel-
wise dependencies, taking the channel descriptor as input and
outputting a collection of per-channel modulation weights as
the attention. Formally, for the input feature map X , we use
global average pooling to squeeze it into a channel vector
z ∈ RC . The calculation of each element zc in z is:
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represent element-wise addition and multiplication
respectively.

zc =
1

T ×H ×W

TX
k=1

HX
i=1

WX
j=1

X(k; c; i; j): (6)

To estimate attention scores from this channel descriptor z,
we adopt a bottleneck structure formed by a dimensionality-
reduction FC layer with reduction ratio v, a ReLU non-linear
activation function, and a dimensionality-increase FC layer to
recover channel dimension from C=v to C. Again, the channel
attention map is rescaled to T × C × H ×W to match the
dimension of X . The final channel attention AC is formed as:

AC = Scale(W2�W1(z)); (7)

where W1 ∈ RC=v�C and W2 ∈ RC�C=v . � refers to the
ReLU function.

C. Classification and Regression

The features extracted from the Attention-enhanced I3D
will be fed into task-specific prediction branches, including
a classification branch and m regression branches. All m re-
gression branches share the same architecture but have distinct
set of parameters. The inner structure of these task-specific
branches is shown in Figure 3. Video-level classification and
regression results are obtained by aggregation of snippet-level
preliminary predictions.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of classification and regression branches.

1) Classification: In classification branch, the output of
shared layers is first downsampled by a 2 × 7 × 7 average
pooling layer with stride 1. Then a 1× 1× 1 3D convolution
operation is employed to generate snippet-level class scores.
After aggregation Gc, we use Softmax to obtain the final video-
level class probability distribution ŷ. For optimisation, cross-
entropy loss is employed to impose video-level supervision for
training. The classification loss can be computed as:

Lc(Y; Ŷ ) = − 1

N

NX
j=1

PX
i=1

yj
i · log(ŷj

i ); (8)


